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Schattentheater: So haben wir es noch nie gesehen
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Finale im Internationalen Puppentheaterfestival in Bad Liebenwerda. Und das
im rappelvollen Saal des Bürgerhauses in Bad Liebenwerda.Lebendig, und
wie, wurde es dann auch im zweiten Teil des Abends. Marie Feldt und Peter
Müller aus Berlin und Ballwitz in Mecklenburg nahmen das Publikum in ihrem
menschgemachten Schattentheater hautnah mit auf Königs Weltreisen. In
dem Stück mit 60 Mitwirkenden, einer Burg, der Erdkugel, einem Schiff, der
Freiheitsstatue und den Wolkenkratzern von New York wird die Reise des
Staatsoberhauptes durch, um und über die Welt erzählt. Frau Kümmer, die
sich um den König kümmert, begleitet den Monarchen auf seinen
Abenteuern. Wie bekommt man so viele Menschen und die Welt mit
Fahrzeugen und Gebäuden in ein Theater? Flachfiguren! Die passen alle in
einen flachen Koffer. Aus dem allerdings wurde der komplette Theatersaal
umfänglich eingetaucht, mit Licht- und Toneffekten interdisziplinär aus einer
hinter den Kulissen agierenden Maschinerie aus Schattenfiguren,
knatternden Motoren, Kettentrieben, Computern, Lautsprechern und exakt
eingestellten Scheinwerfern. Nicht zu vergessen die beiden musizierenden,
sprechenden und im Stück nicht nur als Schatten agierenden Menschen. Die
kommen auf jeden Fall wieder, kommentierte Kulturamtsleiter Andreas Pöschl
nach der Vorstellung, sichtlich fasziniert wie jeder im Saal von dem gerade
Erlebten.

Strings ’n’ shadows
A King’s Journey, a puppet play, made masterful use of the illusion of light to transform the dull boredom of
2-D into a captivating three-dimensional landscape,writes RAKESH MEHAR
Even in its most modern forms, puppetry is often dismissed by the average viewer as a lowtech, low-budget
novelty that has its place but cannot hope to compete with television and cinema. The shadow puppet play
“A King’s Journey” — scripted, starring and performed by Annette Wurbs and Peter Müller of the Theatre
Handgemenge — therefore, simply blew one’smind. From theme to content to execution, there was so much
packed into the play that astounded the audience. The highlight of the show, however, was its masterful use of
the illusion of light to transform the dull boredom of 2-D into a captivating three-dimensional landscape that
one simply did not expect from the flat world of shadow puppetry. The idea was to show that even flat figures
have so many dimensions, explained Müller after the show at Ranga Shankara courtesy of the Max Mueller
Bhavan. We worked for 9 months, trying out various techniques. We want to keep the audience constantly in a
state of surprise and astonishment.”

When in one sequence, for instance, the king’s sleep is disturbed by a nightmare and the two performers use
moving lights to simulate a surreally looming room in which the king’s throbbing heart forms a pulsating focal
point, the collective gasps from the audience were almost loud enough to drown out the performers.
“Shadow theatre, with its atmosphere, its association of black and white, gives a distinctive impression and
makes people react in a distinctive manner,” explained Müller.
Of course, that reaction might not have been so distinctive if the play had not embodied such a sense of
dynamism. Rather than be shackled by the restrictive nature of the flat white screen, “A King’s Journey” creates
a grand, sweeping world within and beyond it, thanks largely to the innovative use of technology.
“We wanted to use new technology to enhance the traditional art form, but not modernise it completely,” said
Müller. And so it is that while technology saturates the most visual sequences, the narrative and the puppetry
tradition are not consumed by it. Explained Wurbs:
“The play could have been simpler, but we wanted to try and experiment with it. We wanted to automate all of
the details so that we could concentrate fully on the main action.” The main action, in this case, tells a rather
predictable story of a king-in-his-own-castle who one day falls through the earth and ends up in strange places
where he does not know how to cope. What makes the play delicious is the subtext that runs through regarding
ideas such as the limits of imagination, what is allowed and not in the narrative and so on.

Indeed, some of the moments in the play seem almost too adult for the audience of school children I watched
the play with. “The idea is not to play to the level of children,” says Müller.
“It is our opinion that children understand, feel and emote at a much higher level than we think. Even if they
don’t understand every word, they still gain something that raises their level of awareness.” Besides, adds
Wurbs, the atmosphere of shadow puppetry is such that it allows them to push through themes that would
ordinarily have been very difficult to get through.
Thus, the play has been designed so that “the children have their fun parts when the adults don’t understand
what they’re enjoying and the adults have their fun parts where the children don’t understand things.”
Part of the thrust towards a more layered performance is also reflected in the way the play combines live action
and puppetry, with the two puppeteers regularly stepping in front of the screen to act themselves. “We want to
establish that this is not a movie or video that people are watching,” says Wurbs.
“That’s why the stage is also designed so that you can see us. We show how everything works so that we can
get to the real heart of the play.” Besides, points out Müller, both he and Wurbs are composite actors rather
than solely puppeteers, and this play shaped itself as a puppet play although it could also have featured live action only. Its present form, is more enriching because of the levels of connection with the audience, he reveals.
“When we are acting, there is a direct contact with the audience. But when we are behind the screen with the
puppets, it’s a different kind of contact, a unique vibe.”
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